Maze Race
Challenge a buddy to race to the center of the maze!
Movie Marathon

Use the movie genre clues to solve the crossword puzzle!
What’s your favorite kind of movie to watch?

Across
2. If there are robots or spaceships, you’re probably watching ______.
4. Whodunnit?
6. When the stars are cartoons, the movie is ______!
8. Serious movies with realistic storylines.
9. Lighthearted movies to make you laugh.

Down
1. These movies give you chills!
3. A cowboy rides into town...
4. When everyone bursts into song, you know it’s a ______.
5. In a world of magic and wonder...
7. Car chases and fight scenes? Must be an ______ movie!

SONIC Sound ’Em Outs

Take turns sounding out these silly phrases to reveal five more fun activities to be doing at home!

Watt shin aim who vee

Duh raw in cape hic sure

Pull lay in abe hoard came

Reed ding abe hook

Nit ink ace wetter

Answers: Watching a movie, Drawing a picture, Playing a board game, Reading a book, Knitting a sweater
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